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Emergency Procedures
The effectiveness of your actions in an emergency depends on how
well you have developed emergency plans. Your plans should cover
three phases:
1. Responding immediately
2. Controlling the situation and finding a remedy for it
3. Returning to normal business operations

6.1 TYPES OF EMERGENCIES
An emergency is any situation that could result in an immediate safety
or health threat to a person, or in damage to property or the environment. This situation can result from a variety of accidental or intentional causes:
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R
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• Incidents of potentially
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6.2 SECURITY
FO CONCERNS

Safety is a primary concern in emergencies, but these situations also
raise immediate security issues, including the following:
• Appropriate staffing of security officers
• Alarm service and emergency response
• Site and scene protection
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Property and information protection
Law enforcement contact and coordination
Emergency vehicle access
Crowd control
Special access controls for extended situations

6.3 MANAGING WITH A PLAN
A formal plan can help you manage and control emergency situations.
Much of your plan may focus on safety issues, but there will also be
some important security components (which your corporate security
department could help you with, if applicable). Emergency planning is
a seven-step process, as described below.

6.3.1 Step 1: Examine Your Vulnerability
Examine the likelihood of various emergencies and your vulnerability
to them. Identify the situations that could have a sudden and negative
impact on your operations.
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• Spill team
P
A
• First responders M
O
R
• CPR units C
P
C
• Computer and data
recovery
team
E
S
• Written records recovery team
R
• Boiler recovery
FO team
6.3.2 Step 2: Prepare Your Plans

Plan for the emergencies that are most likely to occur.

Identify alternate means of communication, and define the conditions that will require evacuation or relocation of your operations.

6.3.3 Step 3: Ensure Recovery of Operations
An organized recovery of operations depends on continuity of management and critical functions. Identify your primary and alternate
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sources for critical materials and spare parts. Plan for the preservation
and recovery of essential records.

6.3.4 Step 4: Coordinate the Plan
Discuss the plans with all concerned groups in your facility, and with
any outside agencies you may need to call on to help verify your
assumptions. If your plan depends on police and fire support, contact
them to make sure of their cooperation.

6.3.5 Step 5: Test the Plan
Testing your plan will help you sort out any problems and will also
prepare your employees for a real emergency. You can test your plan
in stages or through a full participation exercise.

6.3.6 Step 6: Implement the Plan
In an actual emergency, stick to your plans as closely as possible. It is
especially important that decision makers get timely and accurate
information in order to assess the situation. Contain the situation as
quickly as possible, and begin recovery operations as soon as the emergency is under control.
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When an emergencyP
arises, notify
your company’s management team
MAfterRthe
A emergency
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as soon as possible.
has been handled, you should
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write a formal written
completing the report, be sure to
C report.forAfter
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forward it to management
their
records. Some of the forms you
Sto complete are: injury
also may need
reports, fatality reports, and
R
O
Environmental
F Protection Agency (EPA) reports.
6.5 EVACUATION

Emergencies may sometimes require an evacuation of your facility. It’s
important that you identify the circumstances that will require an evacuation, and that you establish and practice evacuation procedures.
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Specific evacuation procedures may differ in various emergencies,
but your planning should consider these general guidelines:
• Determine who can order an evacuation. Public authorities such as
police, fire, health, civil, and EPA officials always have this authority, but you should determine which members of your management
may declare an evacuation.
• Determine in advance what circumstances or conditions would
require an immediate evacuation.
• Determine the evacuation signals and other means of communications you will use.
• Plan evacuation routes carefully so that employees are not directed
through or near hazardous areas.
• Prominently display evacuation routes and instructions throughout
your facility. Mark emergency exits clearly.
• Post warnings on elevators advising that they should not be used
during an evacuation.
• Designate employees to monitor specific posts in the facility, guide
employees, and make final sweeps to ensure that their areas are
clear. Select people who are generally available, and who can provide calm, authoritative leadership. Designate alternates, and update
the monitor rosters frequently.
• Establish waiting areas outside the facility. This will help you
account for all people and keep employees at a safe distance from
the facility and out of the way of emergency equipment and personnel. Designated waiting areas are also useful when you need to communicate further instructions to the employees.
• Do not allow employees to re-enter the site for any reason until
management or the public authorities determine it is safe.
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6.6 BOMB THREATS
R
Awareness
FOand planning can do much to reduce the tension and con-

fusion that accompany a bomb threat. According to the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI), in 95 percent of bomb threats no
device is ever found. On the other hand, most actual bombing
incidents are not preceded by any type of warning. Despite these statistics, you should make plans to deal with bomb threats on a caseby-case basis.
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6.6.1 Planning
An important part of planning is to contact your local police department (and your local military resources if that is recommended or if no
local police are available). Determine the conditions under which your
local police or military resources will help you search the facility. They
may be able to provide you with dogs trained in such searches, as well
as expert help in identifying and removing devices.

6.6.2 Phone Threats
Because most bomb threats are received by phone, the people who
handle your incoming calls should be instructed to do the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remain calm.
Ask what particular facility is being threatened.
Ask what time the device is set for.
Ask specifically where the bomb is located.
Ask why the caller is taking this action.
Record any background noise, unusual voice characteristics, or
speech mannerisms.
• Record the date and time of the call and which phone number it came
in on.
• Tell only designated managers about the call.
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R
When there is a bomb threat, the A
first thingRyou need to do is assess
the threat’s credibility and determine
whether
NE further action is needed.
NT O
E
Calls that are short and M
nonspecificI generally do not have sufficient
I
IT response on your part, but you
credibility to merit anLextraordinary
T
P the
Cincident and report it to management or
should always document
M
A
O
R
your corporate
CsecurityPdepartment.
C
Calls that areElong, contain specific about the type of device, and
S
touch on specific
R grievances deserve further consideration.
O
You Fshould also consider whether the caller could have gained
access to place the device, and if conditions in the facility or the surrounding community are likely to produce an actual bombing.
If you determine the threat is credible, you may need to consider several additional factors. Do you have the time and resources to conduct a
search first? Does the nature of your business include any critical
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operations (handling hazardous chemicals, for example) that would
require immediate evacuation? The credibility of the threat and your
assessment of these issues will help you determine whether evacuation is
necessary.
In addition to whatever assistance your local law enforcement and
military resources can provide, you may also have to form volunteer
employee search teams. Volunteers should be assigned to search areas
they are familiar with, beginning with the most accessible areas and
ending with the least accessible.
If a suspicious device is found, search team members must not
touch it, but should contact management and report its location and
appearance. They should then shut down any machinery in the area
and depart immediately. Notify the authorities if they are not already
on the scene. Do not let anyone reenter the building until authorities
consider it safe.
For a visual summary of the information in this section, see the model
for responding to bomb threats (Figure 6.1).
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6.6.4 Bomb Threat Search Diagrams
P
In Figure 6.2, you’ll see that bomb searches M
should beUconducted
Maccurate covA
according to specific procedures to ensure thorough
and
M
S
erage of all locations in your company’s Y
building(s).
CO The top diagram
R
Rshould be swept: search
illustrates the pattern with which each
E
TA room
teams should be broken up, andNthen cover
the
N room in two groups.
O
E
I
The bottom diagram illustrates
IM TtheITthree levels of search that should
be performed in each room:
L
MPfromRAtheCfloor to the searcher’s waist
• Level One: theO
area
• Level Two: C
the area P
at the searcher’s waist and ending at
C starting
the top of the searcher’s
head
E
S
• Level Three:
the area from the top of the searcher’s head to the ceiling
R
FO
6.7 CIVIL DISTURBANCES AND DEMONSTRATIONS

Frequently viewed as a product of 1960s and 1970s social movements,
demonstrations continue to be a means of expression about any number
of valid issues, such as abortion, apartheid, the environment, and nuclear
weapons. The primary objective of demonstrators is usually media
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No Evacuation
or Optional Evacuation
(nonpaid)

Figure 6.1 This bomb threat response model will help you follow the specific procedures for responding to bomb
threats called in to your company, including: notification of appropriate parties (law enforcement, management,
employees); determining whether the threat is credible; ordering employee evacuations; and searching company
property for the bomb device.

attention; communicating with the company is often secondary. Related
objectives may include getting arrested by trespassing on company property, engaging the company in public debate, conveying a message directly
to employees, or, occasionally, inciting physical confrontation.
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Start Start

End

End

Third search height to ceiling

Second search height
to top of head

First search height
floor to waist
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Every organization should
Mprepare
T
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plan (to be incorporatedL into the
security plan) for handling
P ACT overall
demonstrations on M
or near company
property. As the person responsiR employees and assets, you should make
ble for the safety
COof company
P
C in your demonstration plan that company
sure to communicate
SE property maintained for the use of company
grounds are private
R
employees, O
customers,
vendors, and guests. Use of company premises
F
for demonstrations interferes with the normal conduct of business and
Figure 6.2 The two diagrams in Figure 6.2 demonstrate the procedure for proper bomb searches. Rooms should be
divided among the search volunteers (top diagram), and should be searched beginning with the floor and ending
with the ceiling (bottom diagram).

is, therefore, not allowed.
The best defense in the case of demonstrations is to be aware of conditions in your community and make sure you are notified of any actions
that could affect operations. Your public relations department and other
governmental and business sources can also keep you informed.
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6.7.1 Building a Demonstration Plan
The objectives of your plan should be to
•
•
•
•
•

Avoid injuries to individuals and damage to property;
Prevent harassment of employees and interruption of work;
Minimize the possibility of confrontation and arrest;
Correctly state your company’s position on the issue;
Maintain effective relations with the news media and public officials; and
• Avoid potential legal problems.
As you build a demonstration plan, remember to perform the following nine steps:
1. Review company policy and applicable local ordinances and laws
with local law enforcement officials.
2. Confirm the boundary lines between company and public property.
3. Negotiate with local law enforcement officials for an acceptable public
area to allow demonstrations. Try to select an area near a vantage
point, such as a window, from which you can photograph the event
but not be observed.
4. You might consider purchasing video cameras and recorders to document the entire event. At a minimum, have a camera available.
5. Evaluate perimeter and access controls to the facility, and modify
procedures if additional access control is needed.
6. Designate a security coordinator or other manager to be the initial
contact with the demonstration leaders.
7. Select a room where company representatives and the demonstration leaders could meet if necessary, and a room for news media
briefings.
8. Establish a notification list. This should include anyone who may
need to know about potential or actual demonstrations (i.e., business unit managers, company management, or local officials).
9. Make sure that your colleagues involved with security operations
are briefed on how to handle demonstrators.
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6.7.2 Task Force Responsibilities
If your company is a part of a larger corporation, demonstrations or
protests will require a coordinated response by facility management
(you), division or subsidiary management, and corporate staff. This
coordination is the responsibility of a task force that consists of the
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persons in charge of administration, corporate quality and manufacturing services, and public relations. The task force determines policy and
provides guidance and any corporate assistance to the facility. Selected
representatives of affected staff departments or divisions will advise the
task force, implement its policy decision, and act in place of the task
force if its members are not immediately available.

6.7.3 Assess Impact
When you hear about a potential disturbance, you must assess its
probable impact on operations. Consider these factors:
• How serious or widespread will the disturbance be?
• Will employee access to the facility be hampered? Can you arrange
alternate routes and modes of transportation?
• Are perimeter safeguards adequate to protect the facility? What
steps can you take to protect vulnerable areas?
• Will supplemental security patrols be needed?

6.7.4 Reporting
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6.7.5 Local Management Response
and E
Control
T scene,
N
Nthe
As the company representativeEat
you should take charge of
O
I
the situation and be the main
contact
demonstrators, the police,
IMSpecifically,
IT with
L
and other company groups.
you
should adhere to the folT
P AC to a demonstration:
lowing guidelines for
responding
M
O PR
C
• If applicable, keepCcorporate security informed.
• Keep local police
SE advised of the situation. Request their assistance
to monitorR
or control the situation if necessary.
O
• Keep employees
informed. Recommend they avoid contact or conF
Immediately report any warning or actual organizing or gathering of a
demonstration to your local management and/or your corporate security department. These groups will notify the appropriate departments,
including the office of general counsel. These departments might also
send observers or other assistance to the scene if necessary.

frontation with demonstrators.
• Follow the established publicity procedures for emergency situations. If you are contacted by reporters, ask them who they represent and exactly what they need to know, and tell them that you or
another qualified person will call them back. Then contact a public
relations representative about handling the reply.
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• Do not allow the demonstrators to use any company facilities, either
buildings or parking.
• No company employee or security manager should physically contact or try to arrest demonstrators. Leave arrests to local law
enforcement officers.
• The security coordinator or designated company representative
should make sure the event is being videotaped or photographed to
supplement written reports. The person with the camera should
record the event from a vantage point where it’s possible to maintain a low profile.
• Consult with the demonstration task force or designated representatives as appropriate.
Your company’s public relations representative or group is responsible
for contact with the news media and community officials, and for communications with the demonstrators regarding the company’s position on
the issue.
Public relations is also responsible for advising and assisting facility
management on communications with the news media, employees,
demonstrators, and community officials, or sending a representative or
arranging public relations assistance for local management as appropriate.
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6.7.6 Debriefing
N
N Oand
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In conjunction with other managers
staff departments, always
I
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review and evaluate your
L actions
T and response with the task force once
P
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ended.C
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6.8 NATURAL DISASTERS
SE
6.8.1 Communications
R
Communications
FO can be a critical factor in any natural disaster. It’s

important to be prepared for an interruption of normal lines of communication. For example, if land phone lines are down, you can try
using a wireless phone. If neither of those are working, sometimes text
messaging or email will still work. In recent years, communication
through the use of social media (i.e., Facebook or Twitter) has been a
critical way that individuals and companies affected by a natural
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